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About
MYSKILLSmanager and MYSKILLS services have
recently finalised their “Cloud Technology” and
associated support systems and services, designed
to deliver advanced quality management
processes. The MYSKILLSmanager processes now
align to the revolutionary, global business
management models.
Technology advances have resulted in the
promotion of a new industrial revolution. It is
referred to as the fourth industrial revolution or
Industry 4.0 - Quality 4.0 is a term that references
the future of quality and organisational excellence
within the context of industry 4.0.
The application of Industry 4.0 digital technologies
to quality management defines the future
however globally, few have launched a program to
implement it.
Industry and Quality 4.0 outcomes can now be
delivered through the MYSKILLSmanager,
Universal, Quality 4.0 Management Framework.
Call it good luck or put it down to the massive
amount of preparation conducted by the
Queanbeyan company has resulted in the locally
created business solution converging, in 2022, with
the transformational Quality 4.0 principles. This
translates into MYSKILLSmanager and MYSKILLS
Services providing revolutionary global business
leadership.
Having this capability has led to knowing how to
inspire complex and sustainable change, creating
company growth, building a competitive
advantage through fostering a culture in which
employees take ownership of quality as a key
feature of performing their job role.
Technology is critical to enabling Industry 4.0
however it is only one element in a broader quality

transformation. Implementation of industry 4.0
depends on engaging and empowering people
with the right skills to perform their job roles.
A feature of this transformation business model is
helping any size business, implement practical and
sustainable quality management processes.
Including understanding how company decisions
affect people: lives, relationships, communities,
well-being, health, and society in general.
The realities are the majority of businesses do not
have a culture of excellence or the focus on
delivering quality products and services that is
understood or is easily explained.
Using technology simplifies the change process
through continual lifelong learning and
performance improvements. People using smart
phone technology is a good example of how
people have adapted to change in recent times.
The issues of productivity and skills shortages are
fuelling a merry - go - round of activities
throughout the country without people knowing
or understanding if the current support strategies
actually work or are required into the future.
Australian businesses have been struggling to
survive the impact of covid and climate.
People have for some time now been challenging
the idea of a life career and are now demanding a
better work life balance.
Hopefully, people will see there is a light at the
end of the tunnel. A light generated MYSKILLS
manager and MYSKILLS Services

